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A T  Y O U R
S E R V I C E

Established in 2005, we provide market entry and 
contract manufacturing services from our wholly-owned 
subsidiary in China, and offices in Singapore and Vietnam. 
Our experienced executives in Asia work with Australian 
account managers to meet our clients’ objectives.

 ✓ Direct access to Asian suppliers and distributors
 ✓ Comprehensive guidance on import & export tariffs, 

customs regulations, and pricing
 ✓ Established design, certification and logistics
 ✓ Quality assurance including pre-production sampling 

and production monitoring

OUR ROLE

Export sales growth in Asia with structured market entry 
programs for innovative SMEs, alongside strategic 
sourcing and contract manufacturing and the security of 
comprehensive quality inspections. Import or export with 
project-managed procurement and distribution solutions 
from Dominion House – supply chain management for 
the Asian Century. At your service in Sydney, Singapore, 
Shanghai and Ho Chi Minh City

Please contact us to discuss your requirements.



Wangfu, Beijing (Architect: Kohn Pedersen Fox)
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M A R K E T  E N T R Y
&  D I S T R I B U T I O N

Local knowledge and on-the-ground presence is vital in 
establishing distribution networks. We identify and qualify 
appropriate distributors in China and Southeast Asia for 
your product, and consult with our established network 
of experts to coordinate product safety testing and 
labeling for regulatory compliance, efficient warehousing 
and delivery solutions, and a range of marketing support 
services as required.

INDUSTRIAL + ASIA 2018

In 2014 China had 17,406 architecture and design
firms with 330,028 architects and designers’. The big trade 
expos in China draw crowds of 30,000 – 60,000 Chinese 
and Southeast Asian professionals in search of fresh ideas 
and quality products. Dominion House has launched 
INDUSTRIAL + ASIA to promote innovative Australian 
products to architects, developers and construction 
professionals across China and Southeast Asia.

‘Our clients rely on us to navigate the complexities of a 
very different business environment – from due diligence 
of potential distributors and selection of the right 
partners, to regulatory compliance and logistics support. 
Our job additionally is to make it easy for local buyers to 
learn more about the products and place orders, and our 
offices in Shanghai, Singapore and Ho Chi Minh City are 
key assets in the sales and delivery cycle’, according to 
Jeremy Barnett, Managing Director.

Since 2005, Dominion House offers its clients areas of 
capability in foreign markets, within which they can 
operate with the full advantage of local knowledge. and 
an immediate presence in Asia without the risk. INDUSTRIAL 
+ ASIA is a market entry strategy for companies prepared
to invest in their own success in Asia, and features of the
program include: 12-month minimum engagement, non-
exclusive representation, total transparency (buyers pay
direct), and designed for maximum rebate under the
Export Market Development Grant.

CASE STUDY

Wangfu, Beijing
Design / Distribution

Located on famous Wangfujing Street in Dongcheng 
District, the new luxury development in Beijing features 
Australian-designed and manufactured operable 
architecture in a suspended walkway in the form of thirty 
automated roof panels that slide away to reveal audio-
visual equipment.

In the role of project liaison for TILT, Dominion House 
handled communications with major stakeholders, 
including the developer in Hong Kong and the construction 
firm in Beijing. Key issues such as scheduling, payments, 
equipment importation into China, installation and site 
visits by Australian personnel were successfully managed 
by our Shanghai office. ‘The design offers an elegant 
solution which enables the space to be multifunctional, 
providing an appropriate aesthetic for daily use as 
shopping centre, and increased functionality for 
special events’, according to TILT Industrial Design.

Architect:
Kohn Pedersen Fox

“TILT was distributing 
product to China for the first 
time and Dominion House 
ensured the process was 
managed with great respect 
for both parties”.

Tim Phillips,
Managing Director, TILT



One Central Park (Architect — Ateliers Jean Nouvel and PTW Architects)
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M A N U F A C T U R I N G
&  P R O C U R E M E N T

Dominion House works with its clients to cut costs and 
minimize risk with onsite negotiation and comprehensive 
quality assurance. We investigate suppliers based on 
our clients' product specifications and they select their 
preferred manufacturer based on our recommendations. 
Guided tours of potential manufacturing partners are 
also an option for Dominion House clients.

“Dominion House managed 
our offshore procurement 
process and facilitated 
our quality control with 
great attention to detail 
and professionalism. We 
would not go to China for 
another large project without 
Dominion House’”.

Tim Phillips,
Managing Director, TILT

CASE STUDY

One Central Park
Design / Procurement

Designed by French architect Jean Nouvel, ‘One Central 
Park’ in Sydney comprises two towers of 16 and 33 storeys, 
above a five-level retail and recreation podium.

In a world-first, Australia’s leading industrial designer 
for architects, TILT Industrial Design, created a massive 
heliostat installation on the eastern tower that 
‘incorporates an innovative system of fixed and motorized 
mirrored panels designed to capture sunlight and redirect 
it into the retail atrium and onto the landscaped terraces’.

Working from technical drawings, Dominion House 
identified and managed a group of quality contract 
manufacturers in China to produce to specification and 
budget. Machined aluminium extrusions, custom steel 
hinges and imported mirrors from Spain were assembled 
offshore and delivered on schedule.

Architect:
Ateliers Jean Nouvel & PTW Architects
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B I O P H I L I C
&  S U S T A I N A B L E  D E S I G N

BIOPHILIC DESIGN

Biophilic Design is an innovative 
way of designing the places where 
we live, work and learn. We need 
nature in a deep and fundamental 
fashion, but we have often designed 
our cities and suburbs in ways that 
both degrade the environment and 
alienate us from nature.

The recent trend in green architecture 
has decreased the environmental 
impact of the built environment, but 
it has accomplished little in the way 
of reconnecting us to the natural 
world, the missing piece in the puzzle 
of sustainable development.
Come on a journey from our 
evolutionary past and the origins 
of architecture to the world’s most 
celebrated buildings in a search for 

THE DIFFERENCE

Sustainable design is the way 
people affect the natural world 
around them.

In contrast, Biophilic design involves 
incorporating elements of nature 
into the built environment to bring 
benefits to people, such as an 
enhanced sense of wellbeing.

In some ways, this approach takes 
the concept of sustainability to a 
new level. Whereas sustainable 
design aims to create more eco-
friendly buildings, biophilic design 
works to make buildings healthier for 
humans.

Biophilic Design 
points the way 
toward creating 
healthy and 
productive 
habitats for 
modern humans.

“Study nature, love nature,
stay close to nature.
It never fails you.”

Frank Lloyd Wright,
American architect designer

Super Yachts Marina Car Park - Green facade, Sydney

BENEFITS

Light

Exposure to natural light releases hormones and helps 
to regulate our bodies. Different types of light can also 
impact how we work. Warm creates a sense of comfort 
and relaxation. Cold light is thought to improve alertness 
and productivity and reduce fatigue.

03

Productivity and creativity

Exposure to nature can improve productivity by 6% and 
increase creativity by 15%. Employees who are exposed 
to natural elements while at work also report a 15% high 
level of overall wellbeing.

01
Airflow

Making the space open with a steady of flow of air can 
help to improve concentration. 70% of office workers 
think poor air quality has a negative impact on their 
productivity and wellbeing.

02

Natural views

Views of nature and plants can help to reduce stress. And 
we don’t even need to see real life greenery – photos of 
nature can help to lower our blood pressure and relax us.

04

Campbell, Paul (2018, August 2). Top benefits of biophilic design in the workplace. Retrieved from https://multicomfort.saint-gobain.co.uk/

the architecture of life. Encounter 
buildings that connect people 
and nature - hospitals where 
patients heal faster, schools where 
children’s test scores are higher, and 
communities where people know 
their neighbors and families thrive.
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A green wall on Cumberland Street, Sydney



View from One Central Park, Sydney
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“We imagine our cities 
being taken over by 
plants; on walls and 
roofs, in tunnels and 
car parks, alongside 
footpaths and highways, 
inside, outside and 
everywhere in-between.”

We’re one of Australia’s leading living infrastructure specialists 
combining plants with scientific research and technology to 
accelerate the biological power of plants.

We grow, design, install and maintain all kinds of living 
infrastructure including green walls, green roofs, green 
facades and podiums. We are the inventors of the world’s first 
modular Breathing Wall, which has been scientifically proven 
to clean the air from harmful pollutants including carbon 
dioxide, particulate matter and volatile organic compounds.  

We want to #junglefyourcities

The Junglefy Breathing Wall (patent pending) is an 
active, modular green wall system, scientifically proven 
to accelerate the removal of air pollutants faster than 
any other plant-based system on the market. It also acts 
as a sound barrier, improving acoustics while cooling 
the surrounding air temperature, resulting in energy 
efficiency and reduced air conditioning costs.

HOW IT WORKS 

The Junglefy Breathing Wall is made of linear, low-
density polyethylene modules with infinite recyclability, 
supplied with a growing medium high in coconut fibre. 
The system is ventilated via an electric axial impeller, 
providing a uniform airflow across the plants and 
growing medium. This active ventilation increases the 
rate of carbon dioxide draw down, and the volume of air 
that can be filtered and cooled by each module.

Junglefy
  Breathing Wall

 

↓80%

1.5x

BIOPHILIA
REDUCTION IN CO2

24.2 L removed per hour, equivalent
of 160 large pot plants

FASTER REMOVAL OF 
VOCs than equivalent 
volume of pot plants

proven to reduce stress, sick 
leave and poor productivity

60 MINS ↓41%

↓33%

to remove 95% of all 
<PM10 from starting 

concentrations

NOISE REDUCTION
compared to conventional 

building walls

REDUCTION
in aircon usage due to

ventilation system



Manly Vale Car Park - Breathing Wall facade,  Manly Vale, Sydney LendLease Global Headquarters - Breathing Wall and Green Wall, Barangaroo, Sydney
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CASE STUDY

Manly Vale Car Park, Sydney
Breathing Wall facade

The green facade cladding this car park is comprised 
of rotating Junglefy Breathing Wall panels, never used 
before in any other other project. The rotating panels 
provide access to the plants to assist with maintenance 
that can be carried out on the inside of the car park, 
eliminating the need for scaffolding or ropes access 
technicians. 

The Breathing Walls of this facade are activated by fans 
which draw in the internal car park polluted air and force it 
through the plant roots and growing medium. The plants 
and the bacterial microbes living in the growing medium 
then do their job of filtering out carbon dioxide, volatile 
organic compounds and particulate matter. The fans 
assist with pushing out the purified air into the surrounding 
environment. This results in a car park that addresses 
the needs of commuters and provides purified air where 
pollution levels would otherwise be considerably high.

CASE STUDY

LendLease Global Headquarters, Sydney
Breathing Wall and Green Wall

Junglefy provided the hero design element of the 
Lendlease global headquarters at Barangaroo South, 
a six-metre high Breathing Wall, creating a stunning 
entrance to the office as well as providing health and 
wellbeing benefits.

From the outset, this project was a collaborative effort 
with Lendlease including design, marketing, contract 
negotiations and even down to the planting of the 
modules. Lendlease held an internal competition in which 
eight of their team wrote in 25 words or less what their 
new workplace meant to them. The winning entries were 
granted a day off to come out to the Junglefy nursery to 
do a day of planting for their own project.



Stokehouse (Architect — Robert Simeoni Architects) 
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“We give
architects
creative
freedom.”

We develop your designs without the constraints of 
traditional construction methods.

We thoughtfully consider your ideas and sketches and 
deliver them through a proven design process.

Our Industrial Design expertise means we use the latest 
technologies, materials and manufacturing techniques.

We collaborate with you to bring your design concepts to 
reality. Your ideas can be expressed through:

 ✓ Custom architectural features
 ✓ Operable elements
 ✓ Public art

C U S T O M  D E S I G N

CASE STUDY

St Kilda Stokehouse
Operable Facade

TILT was engaged to design, manufacture and install 
a series of bi-folding screens for the iconic Stokehouse 
restaurant rebuild in Melbourne.

The screens provide a distinctive yet functional facade 
that offers uninterrupted views. This unique design retains 
the character of the building, while considering the 
comfort of patrons – a combination that results in the 
greatest commercial success.

The screens sit outside the restaurant windows and 
provide protection from the sun, but can be raised to 
highlight beautiful ocean views.

The beachside location is a demanding environment for 
mechanical structures. The design utilises marine grade 
stainless steel for the fabricated structural elements, which 
is paramount for longevity and reliable performance.

Architect:
Robert Simeoni Architects

“TILT has made moving 
architecture possible.”

Tim Greer,
Director, Tonkin Zulaikha Greer



Glebe – Skylight (Architect — Nicholas Tang Architects) View from staircase Lower North Shore – Operable HatchRichmond – Frameless Glass Cellar Hatch
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We’ve developed easy-to-specify 
products like Skylights & Hatches. 
We can also collaborate with you to 
create new products.

P R O D U C T S

TILT Skylights have been specifically created for 
architecturally designed projects.

TILT Skylights are the only operable glass skylights 
available that can be utilised with a standard staircase. 
This fact alone serves as a value-add to all projects, 
opening up opportunities for roof terraces to become 
seamless extensions of the home and new vistas to be 
unveiled and maximised. Our automated skylights use 
quality materials to provide easy roof terrace access and 
increased natural light and ventilation into the home.

TILT SKYLIGHTS HATCHES

We’ve designed an automated floor hatch to provide 
access to cellars and between floors. The hatch sits flush 
with any type of flooring, and offers various finishes to suit 
the project - from frameless glass or timber cladding, to 
vehicle load certified designs.

CASE STUDY

Glebe, Sydney
Skylight

The installation of a TILT Skylight has opened up 
spectacular views of Sydney’s iconic Anzac Bridge from 
the rooftop of this Glebe residence.

Detailed drawings, combined with the successful 
collaboration between TILT and the builder ensured a 
smooth delivery of this skylight installation. The 3.5m 
TILT Skylight was installed with a 1m void and includes a 
Viridian ThermoTech™ IGU glass panel.

Architect:
Nicholas Tang Architects

CASE STUDY

Richmond
Frameless Glass Cellar Hatch

Lower North Shore
Operable Hatch

This frameless glass hatch provides a unique cellar access 
solution, specifically designed to sit flush with the floor. 
The hatch is a key feature in the home and sits in the most 
central room of the property. Integrating the structural 
framework for the hatch into the flooring structural 
members required careful coordination between TILT, the 
builder and the structural engineers.

TILT designed an operable hatch as part of extensive 
renovations completed at a private residence. The hatch 
provides access to the underground wine cellar and 
entertainment area.

The control synchronises automation of both the gate 
and the hatch to provide safe access to the cellar area. 
The hatch design is an adaptation of the TILT Skylight 
which has been popular in providing roof terrace access.
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Our vision is to become a 
leading world class supplier 
of products and services for 
specialised architectural 
metalworks - in all industries.

AMA is the over-arching entity that owns the 
trading companies Aluminium Balustrades North 
Coast Pty Ltd, and Warana Powdercoaters Pty 
Ltd, and is 100% Australian owned and operated.  

AMA has professional industry experience since 1981, 
and specialises in serving the construction industry with 
facade and non-structural metalwork products.

Our objective is to consistently produce high-quality 
products whilst ensuring customer satisfaction from 
concept right through to completion of your project.

STRUCTGLASS

Introducing Australia’s safest structural glass 
balustrade system on the market today. 
StructGlass has been designed for any 
application requiring a barrier that will continue 
to protect you even after part of the barrier be 
compromised or damaged. Perfect for Multi-
Storey Buildings, Health Care Facilities, Aged 
Care Facilities, Schools and Shopping Precincts.

 ✓ 20% higher than required building codes
 ✓ Remains in place when glass panel is 

damaged or compromised
 ✓ No interlinking handrail required
 ✓ Stocked Modular Sizes
 ✓ Automatic adoption into NCC and AS via the 

codemark approval system

P R O D U C T S

StructGlass - 1500 Panel

DESTRUCTIVE TESTING

We use 3 methods:
 ✓ Sledgehammer swung into the sledgehammer 

(Emulating metal impact)
 ✓ Shotbag swung into the glass panel (Emulating 

human impact)
 ✓ Acrow Prop applying consistent pressure to a piece 

of angle sitting on top of the glass panel  (Emulating 
crowd loading) 

The end result shows that Structglass went through the 
sledgehammer test, then the shotbag impact test, then 
the distributed load test before the glass even started 
to deflect. Structglass achieve over 6000N before the 
testing apparatus slipped off.

This demonstrates the combination of the structural 
glass with the clamping mechanism of the Structglass 
Balustrade system creates the strongest, fail-safe 
structural glass balustrade system available today.

Some destructive testing was carried out to demonstrate 
the point at which the new structural glass balustrade 
system from AMA fail at
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Atlas Apartments is the latest development in the PBS 
portfolio and is described as “a lustrous new encapsulation 
of urban style”. Situated in South Brisbane, Atlas is 
at the centre of Brisbane’s cosmopolitan surge, and 
everything about this project capitalises on its location. 
The building features an array of one, two and three-
bedroom apartments, a glistening infinity pool, bubbling 
spa and fully appointed gym. AMA were appointed as 
subcontractors on the Atlas project and completed all 
metalworks on the Atlas Apartment building.

Contracts Administrator, Keenan Duimpies, said the 
main thing that sets AMA apart from other contractors 
is that they aren’t scared to use technology to achieve 
a successful outcome. “This is the biggest thing that 
impressed me about AMA, they use technology in our 
industry, it is the way of the future”. Keenen referred 
specifically to a 3D scanner AMA used to scan the building 
at various stages of the project to monitor accuracy and 
progress.

The logistics of this project also created a challenge for 
both builder and subcontractor. Atlas Apartments are 
situated on two of the busiest street frontages in South 
Brisbane and therefore all works had to be carried out 
with minimum disruption and safety of the surrounding 
area. “The AMA team worked around any constraints with 
efficiency and professionalism”, said Keenan. “You always 
get the feeling that no matter what you throw at AMA, 
they have no concerns and will find the best solution. Big 
or small, they can handle it!”

“Starting with balustrading, to awnings and then a full 
metalworks package, AMA are a true one-stop shop. This 
project was another successful collaboration between 
PBS Building and AMA and we look forward to working 
with them again in the future”, Keenan concluded.

CASE STUDY

Hutchinson Builder - Spire Residence, Queensland
Supply of vertical columns, slab fascia, balustrades, pool fence,
custom flashings, lobby feature facade & stainless balustrade

CASE STUDY

Atlas Apartments, Queensland 
Glazed balustrades, facade screens, overhead street front glazed awnings, rooftop pergola, podium divider screens, 
bollards, chainwire mesh, height bars, stainless handrails, and the feature facade screen.

AMA recently completed the 40-floor Spire Residences 
project in Brisbane with Hutchinson Builders. Described 
as a work of art and embracing the surrounding heritage, 
this is a signature building in the heart of Brisbane. 
Auzmet Architectural partnered with AMA to help deliver 
the ‘veil’ facade. The striking ‘veil’ facade is not only a 
stunning example of architectural beauty but also serves 
a practical purpose. The ‘veil’ set-out expands around 
the living and balcony areas to open-up views, and 
then contracts around the bedrooms to provide privacy 
and shade. AMA were a major part of the veil design; 
manufacturing and supplying the Vertical Veil Columns & 
Slab Fascia to Auzmet Architectural for the full external 
facade.

As well as supplying the veil, AMA work included, the 
supply and install of all balustrades on apartment 
balconies, podium deck glazing screens, balustrade on 
the featured staircase, feature gold anodised aluminium 
screening and work in the roof pool deck area. Joel said, 
“I only have good things to say about AMA”.

There were some timing challenges that AMA faced on 
the Spire Residences project. Joel Martin explained 
that due to issues outside of AMA’s control there was a 
compressed back-end to the installation. “AMA worked 
tirelessly to ensure the project was completed to deadline. 
Unforeseen time constraints were placed upon them and 
the AMA team worked split shifts and night shifts in order to 
complete jobs in an expedited manner. Their dedication 
and commitment was very much appreciated”.

Hutchinsons - Sea Pearl Resort Apartments, Brisbane, QueenslandAtlas Apartments, Brisbane, Queensland



One piece of high grade recycled
timber would only yields a single

The same piece of high grade recycled
timber yields many wear layers for

Australian Hardwood
Floorboard Yield Comparison
Solid Vs Earthwood Engineered

d 

Sandable wear surface

T&G (dotted line) is not actually usable
material

valuable high quality wood is not waste
below the T&G
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Engineered 
floorboards 
made from  

100% recycled 
Australian 

hardwood.

Earthwood flooring is supplied in 
a natural raw form to provide our 
customers with greater flexibility 
when selecting finishes, stains 
and sheen levels. The hardwood 
surface layer is supplied pre sanded, 
requiring only a light buffing prior to 
finishing and coating. The hardwood 
surface layer has the same re-
sandable depth of timber found in 
traditional solid flooring, so it can be 
resurfaced in the future.

Reclaimed timbers used in 
Earthwood Floors is re-hydrated 
and moisture balanced in controlled 
kilns to meet international standards 
for machining and drying, and 
precision milled to final form. This 
rigorous process guarantees the 
structural integrity and durability of 
all products by Earthwood Floors 

Recycled Australian 
Hardwood.

Beautiful floorboards re-milled 
from the reclaimed antique beams 
and rustic mantels of barns, 
bridges, house and warehouse 
demolitions Australia wide. The 
timber salvaged and recycled to 
produce these beautiful floorboards 
was traditionally demolished by 
excavators and sent to land fill 
because this was the fastest and 
easiest way to do a demolition.

Precision Engineered
for Specifiers.

Engineered Hardwood Flooring for 
Architectural Project Perfection

Commercial quantities of structural 
grade engineered flooring made 
from 100% recycled Australian 
hardwood timber is now available 
for specification by architects and 
interior designers. EarthWood Floors’ 
recycled, engineered flooring is 
sold as two different mixed species 
collections: Victorian Origins and 
Gladstone Pipeline.

Superior Sustainability.

A Multitude of Sustainable Benefits

The sustainable benefits of 
reclaimed, re-milled, recycled  
timber flooring are numerous.  
Conservation of our old growth 
forests, increased carbon storage 
and lower greenhouse gas emissions 
are positive environmental effects, 
well understood by sustainable 
conscious consumers. Earthwood 
Floors offers consumers a whole 
new level of sustainability and 
environmental choice for flooring 
than exists on the market today.
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P R O D U C T S

Victorian Origins
RECLAIMED & REMILLED STRUCTURAL TIMBERS

The timbers we reclaim and recycle to produce Earthwood Victorian 
Origins are hand-removed structural timbers from roof, ceiling, wall and 
floor frames of houses and warehouses being demolished all across 
Victoria.

Timber species reclaimed include Blackbutt, Oak, Messmate, Alpine Ash, 
Mountain Ash, Stringybark, Silvertop Ash, and Southern Beech.

Gladstone Pipeline Reds 
RECLAIMED & RECYCLED MIXED AUSTRALIAN HARDWOODS

The Gladstone Pipeline in far North Queensland runs for nearly 500km 
from the Arcadia Valley to the distribution port of Gladstone. All along 
the route thousands of mature native trees were felled and milled into 
sleepers to hold the pipes during construction.

The Gladstone Pipeline in far North Queensland runs for nearly 500km 
from the Arcadia Valley to the distribution port of Gladstone. All along 
the route thousands of mature native trees were felled and milled into 
sleepers to hold the pipes during construction.

Timber species reclaimed include Spotted gum, blackbutt, red and grey 
ironbark, brush box, red gum, rose gum, messmate.

Earthwood Legacy 
ROUGH SAWN MIXED AUSTRALIAN HARDWOODS

Earthwood Legacy engineered floors are the outer skins of reclaimed 
timber, with all the saw marks, surface imperfections and depth variation 
you would expect to find in timber that’ s been hard-used but never seen. 
Earthwood Legacy timber creates a totally unique floor.
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